
WHY IS THIS HERE?

This worksheet is for when something happens in your life that you can't make sense of. You have

either close to no idea or no idea at all why this situation, person, event, or other came into your

sphere. It isn't meant for when you are super triggered (for that, go to When I'm Triggered), it's

better for when you can maintain some distance on the subject and allow for greater perspective to

come through. This worksheet is more about creating spaciousness, contemplation, sitting in larger

questions, allowing for the wisdom of your heart and body to come through and help guide you,

and letting more profound understanding emerge and transform you. 

 

We are remembering that everything in your life is an external representation of something inside

you, mirroring you back to yourself. Everything comes into your life for a purpose. Something inside

you called this forward, and it is here because it will somehow help you grow. 

 

What happened?



What do you feel about this, physically and emotionally? {Make time to go deeply here; utilize the

body sensations and heart feelings lists, and be fully, deeply honest with all of the feelings you are

experiencing - they are key to your liberation} Maintain your conscious self while you are feeling into

all of your feelings. If you can't identify them, make more time to connect to your body and heart,

and allow feeling to be one of your primary practices right now.

Provide yourself extra Love, validation, understanding, and acceptance for every feeling you're

having. All of your feelings make sense. All of them.  Breathe with them and allow them to unwind

and be fully acknowledged. Allow the greater Love of Source to be with you as you do this.

Confusion is a coping mechanism. It is not true . The more you allow
yourself to really feel and deeply explore , the more your truth will

ALWAYS come. Allow any confusion to wash away and be replaced by
your deep commitments to seeing, learning, loving, and growing everything.



Allow every feeling to come all the way through. There is beauty and wisdom within every one. What

are they showing you? What are they reminding you? Don't let them get caught or stuck, encourage

them to keep coming, all the way up and all the way out. There is deeper truth within you, what is it?

Allow yourself to be fully connected to your body, heart, mind, and spirit. Ask your whole being

"What does this situation have to teach me?"



Is there an old pattern here?

What can you see more about yourself in this situation?



What have you been practicing in your life? Could you have practiced this even better in this

situation? How can your practice be furthered or refined?

What have you been learning, and does this further any learning you've already been integrating?

Is there something new here to learn?



What have you forgotten here?

What are you remembering because of this?

What can you let go of?



Are there character difficulties you can practice transforming into strengths within this situation?

What difficulties and what strengths?

If you are seeing negative qualities in other people, can you see those same qualities inside of you?

Can you see and hear them more? Can you bring greater love, understanding, and acceptance to

them, while also allowing them to ease? What are the qualities?



What Source qualities do you invite even more into your internal spaces and your whole life? How

would you like to show up for yourself, other people, and within any situation?

Utilizing the Source qualities you're inviting in, write affirmations for yourself that anchor this layer of

practice into your being:

Now get ready to practice these affirmations! 
As soon as we declare anything, Universe brings us all kinds

of situations that help us practice what we're growing into.


